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About This Game

Tok is a game where you will have to solve a puzzle by connecting all dots with lines.

In TOK you will find:

A lot of interesting levels;
Colourful design;
Pleasant music;

User-friendly interface!
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Title: TOK
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Crew Lab
Publisher:
Crew Lab
Franchise:
TOK
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, Vista, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel Celeron 1800 MHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 15 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Vietnamese,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian
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I deeply recommend this game if you like slow, obscure and depressive atmosphere. Do not expect a lot of action, the game
mainly focuses on the aura of the sights and the ambience. To be honest I am not done with the play yet, but till now, I like it
very much. It gives you the feeling of being a star in an awkward deeply dark and misunderstood film noir.. This is not the game
it looks like.

It takes a while to blossom, but you will know the big turn when it happens. Like many of Jonas Kyratzes's games, the writing
and setting are cute and clever with an undercurrent of rebellion and poignant horror.

The platforming itself is just fine, but it's the setting and writing that you should really be looking at. If you liked Kyratzes's
Alphaland or Phenomenon 32, or if you like games like Frog Fractions or Undertale, you should check this out.. Me: Oh look a
stray game! What's the matter?
game: *wimmper*
Me: so you say that your owner made you a cool arena shooter where your weapons are powered by wubs?
game: *Bark*
Me: Wait, so they promised a extreme mode and some upcoming DLC only to dump you away for no reason?!?!
game: *wimper*
Me: Guys who made this game, you dun ****ed it up!!. I downloaded this from GameJolt some years ago at a time when the
website was not setup for payments, so I'm very glad to be able to drop some money here on Steam for it. After all, I absolutely
played many hours of this. The mechanics and design are extremely solid, fluid, and fun. I think the game is just simply
fantastic. I am somewhat concerned that the Steam version I downloaded does keep crashing - seems a pretty serious problem
that needs fixing.

But when the game does run successfully the way it's supposed to, it is nearly a flawless play experience. Excellent, excellent,
excellent. I hope for sequels and franchise development. It's that good.. ... ... ... most of the objects that get collected in the
trailer, objects that are needed to progress in this game, are either not spawning or are spawning inside of other objects.
In the section I'm currently stuck in, my notes say to click 3 invisible switches & then the corridor corner by the rock & those
actions cause the switches to appear on the wall & cause a sound effect which denotes that you have collected an item, at 1:57 in
the first video on the store page, that corner has what looks like a chess piece on it & then the chairs blocking the corridor
topple over, yet nothing I can do seems to trigger that event [Update: after trying again, I now believe I was adjusted a painting
through the opposite wall & that the 'chess piece' isn't spawning at all, possibly rendering progression impossible].
Additionally in one of the rooms in this section, you can get stuck in in-bounds terrain & have to restart because there is so
much environmental greenery jammed into the rooms for seemingly no reason other than to tank the framerate into single digits.

Most of the prior sections of the game so far where I had noted to click an empty part of a wall or similar, I now realise from
the trailer that this is just because objects aren't spawning because this is some P.T. dreck on Steam. I shouldn't have to consult
the trailer to figure out why any of the progress I've made in this game makes sense.

If everything was spawning correctly, this still wouldn't be very good; but in this state, this is unmitigated garbage.. This a
horrable game now this game sucks so much I would not give it to my worst of enemys. also DON'T GET it like minecraft but
300000000 times worse (minecraft is awesome this game sucks♥♥♥♥♥♥
. The perfect text-based RPG I've ever played. EVER
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Get rid of that damn inverted control b\/s. Let up be up and down be down. Totally lost interest after just a few mins because of
this. At least give us the option to change the controls in settings. Feel like I just threw a dollar in the trash....

REVISED: Within just an hour the devs for this game instructed me how to adjust the controls!! GREAT SUPPORT!! Fun
game and a buck WELL SPENT! Awesome support and thank you!!. Volume three is an emotional rollercoaster that ends with
a heartwarming, if somewhat rushed, conclusion to this tale of E.T. with cute anime girls.. I really like this game. I love hidden
object games and i think they are a lot better when they are a puzzle game too. love the graphic style as well.. Cyberhunt is a infinite
twin-stick shooter game set on a cyberpunk world. This game is wonderful. I bought it after my friend started playing it, and right
off the bat i loved it. I saw improvements in my aim immediately. The sens converter alone makes this game worth buying (off the
context that you know its an aim trainer). The maps though which is the other 50% of this game, just makes Kovaaks 50% more
amazing. The staple maps are GREAT like Ascended training v3\/Pressure aiming 7 targets\/and all the title frenzy's to state a
few. With the hundreds and hundreds of other maps been and being created open up so many opportunities and possibility's. The
game runs very smoothly and its so simple, but hits the aim trainer holy grail design philosophy nail straight on the head.

I do have slight criticisms though. I bought this game specifically for training my aim in Rainbow six, and here is where one of the
only bugs\/lack of features I've encountered. If you are in full screen and you tab out, it doesn't minimize the window. Another
thing is that if you have a second game open for whatever reason like you are waiting for a queue to pop, the mouse wont be
anchored to the center of the screen once you start a map. That means if you move your mouse and start to shoot, you WILL click
off the screen over and over again, because you move your mouse a lot during this game of course lol (which is another dumb thing
about full screen in this game, it doesn't keep your mouse inside your main monitor). The last thing is how you change mouse sens
for specific guns per each map. In each specific map It gives you a lot more control for gun sens, like zoom sens and FOV. The
problem though is that its way too annoying, there are so many random guns in some maps for some reason that don't even have
settings for sens, and some that do have sens options but don't do anything if you do change them. I ask if kovaak would just force
map devs to put the main gun with the ACTUAL sens options in a new tab he would patch into the game that only has sens settings
for that map and nothing else. (so custom cross hairs and whatever else can stay in its original tab)

How i would rate this game outta 50 is 49\/50. it completes its task better than every other game for aim training, it has intuitive
mechanics, easy to understand useful maps, and a really extensive range of map pools with an amazing sens converter, with
nominal annoyances altogether. I would recommend this to any fps player who wants to improve their aim. sometimes i even
impress myself

no
stop
JUST BUY AN MVM TICKET OR SOMETHING
BAD MOUSE DONT MAKE ME BUY IT
tooo late :c. No
Dont
Do it

2v2 Tournament Today:

Last chance to sign up for you and your teammate for this weekends event and having your games streamed, winning lots of
prizes and having a lot of fun!
Check in starts at 5pm CEST and closes at 6pm CEST. Less than 2 hours left!

Sign up and check-in here https://battlefy.com/the-overpowered-noobs/opn-mushroom-wars-2-april-
cup-2v2/5caa43e169d6de03693c419f/info?infoTab=rules

At 6pm CET the brackets will be ready on Discord. Join us there!

Good Luck Warriors! ��
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. Update 21 is LIVE! Motorboats, Island Warfare, and More!:

MOTORBOAT. MORE LOVE FOR ORCS! (UPDATE 5.7.3!!):
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One major change in this series of patches is more love for Greenskins faction! After 72 emails (I kid you not!)
exchanged with Werdi-eh wherein we discussed Greenskins, we are implementing a number of buffs for those savages.

The key challenge with this faction is that it dies a lot from ranged attacks. However, that’s Greenskins' charm and
changing that, for example by adding more powerful ranged units, will make them less unique. Therefore, we went into
a different direction and improved them strategically so they can cope with losses easier. More balance tweaks for
Greenskins will follow.

PATCH NOTES:

NEW: Warboss upgrades for Greenskins which will increase total number of units you can have with this
faction. Two additional Trolls / Ogres should balance out the lack of firepower within that faction!

NEW: Elder Tutor for Greenskins should help to cope with unavoidable losses when playing Greenskins. Newly
recruited units get initial +100 / 200 experience bonus, thus army can be recycled much easier.

NEW: Swift (+2 Defence vs. ranged) attribute for Wolves, Goblin Wolf Riders, etc. This should make flanking
easier and give Greenskins a way to fight artillery units.

NEW: Scavenger upgrade for all Goblins. At the end of battle, your Goblins will pillage every enemy corpse to
get a small amount of gold (just Greenskins can replace killed units easier).

NEW: Confidence Booster potion restores Morale and additionally adds High Morale bonuses to a unit.

UPDATE: The Strategy Guide Extension - we have currently writing on other factions as well.

UPDATE: Disease Totem also poisons enemies.

UPDATE: Battle Rage’s attack bonus limited to 3.
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ONGOING FEATURES:

ONGOING: Desertion - discontent units will attempt to desert. Enslaved units won’t desert.

ONGOING: The Undead King Gold is a greatly expanded version of the series' very first entry, a game
originally released seven years ago. This project aims to bring Age of Fear series into Open World theme! The
work has entered the Beta-test phase and we plan a release for early June 2019.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/832770/Age_of_Fear_The_Undead_King_GOLD/

ONGOING: The Free World Workshop Manager - following the success of the Age of Fear: The Free World
(ca. 40,000 downloads!), we plan to backport the Workshop Manager into this product as well. It requires some
preparatory work and we plan it for mid-2019.

ONGOING: The Free World Extension - we have already released Chaos Demons and we are currently editing
campaigns for the remaining factions (Dwarves and Forest Folk).

ONGOING: The Global Events Extension - we have 40+ additional Global Events scheduled and being worked
on. Those events will introduce side-quests.

ONGOING: Faction Bases which can be upgraded as you explore the Age of Fear world. Investing in base
upgrades will unlock additional recruitable units, skills and locations to explore! This feature will be released
first in The Undead King Gold and then we will add it to other games in the series.

ONGOING: Invisibility mechanics are already coded in, but require more testing to make AI aware of this
feature. Invisibility will add an element of surprise to battles and mess up your tactics! Prepare for the
unexpected!

ONGOING: Unit Voices are currently being re-recorded. There are 80+ voice-bundles and we have about 40%
ready. ETA for this update is mid-2019 and hopefully this improvement will be well received!

ONGOING: Desert Battles - we have already drawn a number of new terrains and themed objects like Giant
Scorpion, Djinn, Cactuses, etc. Those will be added to existing environments.

ONGOING: The Age of Fear 4 - the main story is already written and we are working on scripts and game
flows. The release is planned for 2020 and we will surely push out more news before that.

PLEASE REVIEW OUR GAMES!

Links
Twitter
Facebook[www.facebook.com]
Website[www.age-of-fear.net]
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Take care,
Les & AOF Team. Half-Life: C.A.G.E.D. - LINUX and OSX Launch!:
Half-Life: C.A.G.E.D. has been updated to version 2.0 featuring support for Linux and OSX!

Thank you to all the patient players for waiting for this release. We hope you are as excited as we are to make the game
available to a wider audience!

Patch Notes
====================

Version 2.0

- Added Linux support.
- Added OSX support.
- Adjusted player clipping.
- Adjusted art around ladder in chapter 1.
- Added original version of C.A.G.E.D. from 2002, caged_2k2.bsp (to play, enter in the console: map caged_2k2 )

Level Design Source Files:

- Updated Level Design Source Files to current.

====================
. Воин Хинора Age of Fear 4: The Iron Killer Counter-Strike Nexon: Zombies The Wild Eight Walkerman Soundtrack
available and patch plans,:
We've released the soundtrack for Walkerman in high-quality .flac files for those interested in supporting our musician, Walker
Peterson. All proceeds from soundtrack purchases go to him entirely.

We are also working on a content patch. This content patch before Act 3 is going to expand the Act 2 combat/investigation
segment similar to the 1.25 patch for Act 1. This is the final content patch for Act 2, but not the final bugfixing patch.. 
Controller Support is HERE - Patch Day!:
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Hello everyone,

As promised a few weeks ago we wanted to make an update for improved controller support. Today is the day.

Because we are unable to enter Summer Sale we figured it is a good time to give you guys something in return, thus we have
made the update available today with the controller support.

Please send us all the issues you encounter on the community forums and we will try to fix them as soon as possible.

Patch Notes:

- We have implemented full controller support. We now advise you play the game with a controller.
- You can now move-attack, jump-attack
- We removed the fall damage because everything else in the game can kill you in the blink of an eye
- Whenever Conviction decays outside of combat, you now heal for a portion of unused Conviction
- We have fixed a few issues with some achievements that nobody was able to get
- Various mob health/damage tweaks
- Increased player starting health
- Redesigned the Abbey - tutorial area
- Decreased stamina cost for roll/blocking
- Various beautification improvements (eg weapon trails)
- Better tooltips for interactable items
- Some sound issues have been fixed
- Fixed some patrolling issues on some mobs

Thank you for your support!
Enjoy the game and have a great day!

TTG Team. Hear the whispers from the cave's depths:
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Oh, dear child. You sweet thing, you want to help your poor family who was put to sleep by the terrible disease. You, who's so
courageous on your journey, not even the scariest ghouls can stop you from pressing forward. Do you hear the horrible
sounds coming from the dreadful chasms, the haunted woods and the deserted factories?

All of them were produced by the renowned polish composer, Pawel Flanc, who was kidnapped by the fearful Lady Death
to help her achieve the grim atmosphere that will scare anyone trying to get near. Her choice was obvious as his masterful
skills earned him four Golden Records! The sounds he has composed for Lady Death are clearly inspired by the works of
Able Korzeniowski, who created the scores for Penny Dreadful. Surprisingly, Flanc blended the eerie vibes with hip-hop
beats, resulting in a wicked, unique style of music. It’s bewildering and intimidating, but somehow very familiar.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNsPeV_vDxo

If you like to be frightened, little one, please add Dream Alone to your wishlist, and stay up to date with further
announcements.
. Update Version 1.0.19 [Official]:

Hey everyone, update v1.0.19 is up.

In this patch we fixed alot of issues you reported back to us, we also added a new low quality water shader that should solve
those problems with no water.

Hungarian language is also added. We're sorry for the confusion about Portugese translation, it is Brazillian Portugese. All
languages are also updated.

The new patch for Fishing: Barents Sea is released on Steam for download right now.

Changelog:
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Added low quality water shader (Should fix issue with no water)

Added port crew verification on load game

Added more soundeffects (Buoy drop, rain, snowfall, water)

Added maximum to number of fish displayed on sonar

Added head mesh for shadow in 1st person

Added Hungarian language

Adjusted top speed and dynamics on Lunar Bow

Adjusted coefficiency on Børge and Sjarken (Should behave better with higher speed)

Adjusted center of mass on Follabuen (Should drive straight)

Adjusted nighttime, made it more darker

Adjusted sonar to use correct multiple in imperial

Adjusted wave height considered at end of fast travel. Should reduce bounce

Adjusted lights on all boats, should improve performance

Fixed black regions in ocean

Fixed issues where player get stuck after gutting

Fixed issues with flying trawl doors on Lunar Bow

Fixed issues with mini hitches

Fixed issue with not pausing game when in menu

Fixed issue with trawlbag not connected on Lunar Bow

Fixed issue with overflow in bank loan calculation

Fixed crash when loading from open water

Fixed loading save game issue in open water that would destroy half of the habitats

Fixed numbers of issues with Scanmar system

Improved self-shadow quality on boat

Improved car spawn performance and movement

Improved performance of water reflection

Optimized and updated weather system

Performance optimization for planar reflections
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Prevented autosave to happen when first loading a save game

Re-created distance light system

Updated ambient sound in Akkarfjord, Forsøl and Snefjord

Updated line timing message

Updated all languages

Updated trawling tutorial

We'll now switch our focus on working on version 1.1, that will be a huge update! We hope to have it ready in June, before
Steam's summersale. More details will be announced in May :). Project Maze Experimental Branch with Multiplayer:
(steam) Game Properties->Beta tab->select experimental

It contains small map for testing network.

Real maps comming soon~
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